Design Verification
A watershed event: Pentium FDIV bug, 1995 • Bug would result in occasional inaccuracies when doing floating-point arithmetic.
• Eventually Intel promised to replace all Pentiums with the fixed chip.
• Cost to Intel: $500M.
Verification methodology:
• Traditional: simulation on carefully chosen test sequences
• New: formal verification of entire state space
Formal Verification
• Theorem proving: formally prove that hardware is correct -requires a large number of expert users -application cycle slower than design cycle
• Model checking:
uncommonly effective debugging tool -a systematic exploration of the design state space -good at catching difficult "corner cases"
Designs are Labeled Graphs
Key Idea: Designs can be represented as transition systems (finite-state machines)
Transition System: M = (W, I, E, F, π) • W : states • I ⊆ W : initial states • E ⊆ W × W : transition relation • F ⊆ W : fair states • π : W → P owerset(P rop): Observation function Fairness: An assumption of "reasonableness" -restrict attention to computations that visit F infinitely often, e.g., "the channel will be up infinitely often".
Runs and Computations
Run: w 0 , w 1 , w 2 , . . .
. . .
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Algorithmic Foundations
Basic Graph-Theoretic Problems:
• Reachability: Is there a finite path from I to F ? I t t F
• Fair Reachability: Is there an infinite path from I that goes through F infinitely often.
Note: These paths may correspond to error traces.
• Deadlock: A finite path from I to a state in which both write 1 and write 2 holds.
• Livelock: An infinite path from I along which snd holds infinitely often, but rcv never holds.
Computational Complexity
Complexity: Linear time
• Reachability: breadth-first search or depth-first search
• Fair Reachability: depth-first search (find a reachable SCC with fair states)
The fundamental problem of model checking: the state-explosion problemfrom 10 20 states and beyond.
The critical breakthrough:
symbolic model checking
Specifications
Specification: properties of computations.
Examples:
• "No two processes can be in the critical section at the same time." -safety
• "Every request is eventually granted." -liveness
• "Every continuous request is eventually granted." -liveness
• "Every repeated request is eventually granted." -liveness
Temporal Logic
Linear Temporal logic (LTL): logic of temporal sequences (Pnueli'77)
Main feature: time is implicit
• next φ: φ holds in the next state.
• eventually φ: φ holds eventually • always φ: φ holds from now on • φ until ψ: φ holds until ψ holds.
Examples
• always not (CS 1 and CS 2 ): mutual exclusion (safety)
• always (Request implies eventually Grant): liveness
• always (Request implies (Request until Grant)): liveness
• always (always eventually Request) implies eventually Grant: liveness
Automata on Finite Words
Nondeterministic Automata (NFA): A = (Σ, S, S 0 , ρ, F )
Input word: a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n−1
-ends with 1's
Automata on Infinite Words
Nondeterministic Büchi Automaton (NBA): A = (Σ, S, S 0 , ρ, F )
Run: s 0 , s 1 , . . . Given an LTL formula φ, one can construct an automaton A φ such that a computation σ satisfies φ if and only if σ is accepted by A φ . Furthermore, the size of A φ is at most exponential in the length of φ.
always eventually p:
Model Checking
The following are equivalent:
In practice: To check that M satisfies φ, compose M with A ¬φ and check whether the composite system has a reachable (fair) path, that is, a reachable SCC with an accepting states.
Intuition: A ¬φ is a "watchdog" for "bad" behaviors. A reachable (fair) path means a bad behavior. Lasso Detection:
Catching Bugs with A Lasso
• NDFS: one DFS to find reachable accepting states, second DFS to find cycle from accepting states.
• NF: inner fixpoint to find states that can reach accepting states, outer fixpoint to delete states that cannot reach accepting states.
Symbolic Model Checking
Basic idea:
• Encodes states as bit vectors
• Represent set of states symbolically
• Represent transitions symbolically
• Reason symbolically
Example: 3-bit counter
That Was Then, This Is Now Summary: We know more, but we are more confused!
Many Issues:
• Automata generation
• Deterministic vs. nondeterministic automata
• Explicit and symbolic lasso-detection algorithms
• SAT-based algorithms
• Büchi properties
Bottom Line: No simple recipe for superior performance!
Automata Generation
History:
• VW'83: exponential translation.
• GPVW'95: demand-driven state generation, avoid exponential blowup in many cases.
• DGV'99: light-weight Boolean reasoning to avoid redundant states.
• Cou'99: accepting conditions on transitions, BDDs for Boolean reasoning.
• SB'00,EH'00: pre-generation rewriting, postgeneration minimization.
• V'94, GO'01: alternating automata as intermediate step • Tools often return incorrect answers! (Best tool: SPOT)
• No tool can handle the formula
Specialized tool generates 1281 states!
• Which is better: Büchi automata or generalized Büchi automata? It is automata generation vs. model checking.
• LTL is weak, theoretically and practically! What about industrial languages such as PSL?
Note: BDDs are essentially deterministic automata. BDD tools can handle BDDs with millions of nodes! Furthermore: Should we use NFA or DFA?
Comparison on Counter Formulas Number of bits in binary counter
Time in Seconds
• DFA can be exponentially larger,
• but search space is smaller! AEFKV'05: For SAT-based model checking, DFA are better than NFA.
• Reason: SAT solver searches for a trace, but not for accepting automaton run. 
Explicit Lasso Detection
NDFS:
• Improvements by GH'93 and HPY'96: early termination, hash table, partial-order reduction (implemented in Spin)
• Improvement by SE'04: early termination with less auxiliary memory (not implemented in Spin)
A Competing Algorithm:
SCC decomposition (Cou99, GH'04) Question: "Mirror, mirror, on the wall, Who in this land is fastest of all?" It Depends! SE'04, CDP'05
• NDFS can use bit-state hashing, can handle very large state spaces.
• SCC decomposition is better for main-memory execution.
• Cou99 and GH'04 each has some merits.
Fair Termination
Fair Transition System: M = (W, I, E, F, π)
• W : state set (not necessarily finite)
• I ⊆ W : initial state set
Fair path: infinite path in M that visits F infinitely often.
Fair termination: no fair path in M from I • Checking livelock can be reduced to fair termination.
• Model checking LTL properties can be reduced to fair termination.
Note:
On finite fair transition systems fair termination is the dual of lasso detection.
Fair-Termination Checking
is the set of states in X that can properly reach Y , while staying in X.
EC'80: characterization of fair termination
Intuition: Repeatedly delete states that cannot be on a fair path because they cannot properly reach F event once. 
Intuition: Dead-end states cannot lie on a fair path.
Question: "Mirror, mirror, on the wall, Who in this land is fastest of all?"
• FFKVY'01: OWCTY can be linear, when NF is quadratic.
• SRB'02: OWCTY may incur linear overhead over NF. Question: Can we do better?
Bottom
• Lockstep: O(n log n) symbolic operations.
(BGS'00)
• SCC-Find:
Theory vs. Practice:
• RBS'00: Lockstep is not better than NF.
• No experimental evaluation of SCC-Find.
Hybrid Approach: Explicit Automata, Symbolic Systems
Basic Intuition:
• Systems are typically large-represent them symbolically.
• Automata are typically small-represent them explicitly.
Property-Driven Partitioning:
• System states-W , automaton states-Q • Product states-W × Q • Partition P ⊆ W × Q into P q = {w : (w, q) ∈ P , q ∈ Q Applicability: all symbolic algorithms
• Replace single BDD by array of BDDs Effectiveness: can be exponentially faster than standard symbolic algorithms (STV'05).
Büchi Properties
Motivation: Use Büchi automata to specify desired behavior, e.g., COSPAN.
Known: Büchi complementation is hard!
• COSPAN requires property automata to be deterministic.
Recall:
NFA complementation is exponential (subset construction), but we can complement NFAs with hundreds of states, in spite of exponential blowup (TV'05).
Büchi Complementation
Problem: subset construction fails! 
History
• Büchi'62: doubly exponential construction.
• SVW'85: 2 
